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PART A: GENERAL INFORMATION
Subject area and awards being examined:
School of: Geography
Programme(s) / Module(s):

BA Geography
BA Geography with Transport, etc.

Subject awards: (e.g.
BA/BSc/MSc etc.)

BA

The completed report should be attached to an e-mail and sent as soon as possible, and no later than 6 weeks after the relevant
meeting of the Board of Examiners, to exexadmin@leeds.ac.uk.
Alternatively you can post your report to:
Head of Academic Quality and Standards,
Academic Quality and Standards Team,
Room 12:81, EC Stoner Building,
The University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT

PART B: COMMENTS FOR THE INSTITUTION ON THE EXAMINATION PROCESS AND
STANDARDS
Matters for Urgent Attention
If there are any areas which you think require urgent attention before the programme is offered again please note them in this
box.

No.

Only applicable in first year of appointment
Were you provided with copies of previous relevant External Examiners’ reports and the response of the School to these?

N/A

For Examiners completing their term of appointment

Please comment on your experience of the programme(s) over the period of your appointment, remarking in particular on
changes from year to year and the progressive development and enhancement of the learning and teaching provision, on
standards achieved, on marking and assessment and the procedures of the School.

I am very happy to confirm my overall satisfaction that the Leeds School of Geography is doing an
extremely good job: in its learning and teaching provision; in how it handles its assessment duties, from
both individual staff marking particular assessments through to the efforts of the collectivity in running
the final Examination Board; in how it endeavours to maintain the quality and standards of student work,
so that 1sts, 2.1s, etc. awarded by the School are easily comparable to those awarded elsewhere; and
finally in the running through of all procedures that involve the External Examiners. There appear to
have been some improvements made during my time as External, and I can see that some of my specific
suggestions have been acted upon (others maybe not, albeit always with good reason). There remains a
strong impression that the School is very self-critical, continually reviewing the strengths and weaknesses
of what it is doing, as well as responding to student feedback, and so there is no sense of the School
‘resting on its laurels’, becoming complacent or being resistant to change. Yes, I have quibbled about a
few specific issues and practices, and will do so again in this report, but nothing should detract from the
overall picture of a top-class Geography department taking very seriously all of its responsibilities
towards its students, while also accomplishing so much in other respects (as clearly a leading UK centre
of geographical and environmental research). This is a fiendishly hard balancing act to get right, but, as
far as I can judge, the Leeds School of Geography is managing to excel on all fronts – which is evidently
not true of all roughly equivalent departments. I would hope that the School’s success in this regard can
be fully acknowledged at University level, and appropriately rewarded if at all possible (with new
investment, appointments, etc.).
If I have any broader criticisms, it would be directed not at the School but at the wider University of
Leeds context, in that, as voiced in previous reports, I am less than happy with what appears to be a
growing pressure to alter the role played here by External Examiners. Indeed, I sense that the University
would prefer its Externals to be quite ‘docile’ rubber-stampers of paperwork – glorified moderators of
specific courses – where a bureaucratic quality assurance role takes precedence over the genuinely
engaged work of an External Examiner who assists the School in taking decisions on border-line
candidates, perhaps with the power to suggest (wholly reasoned) movements of marks, and who thereby
acquires a measure of (to me) crucial ‘ownership’ over the overall examining process and decisionmaking of a School (a position from where, I would argue, an External is then most empowered to add
substantial value to this core aspect of School activity). For me, this (2010-2011) was the first year when
my own work as a Leeds External shifted almost entirely away from marginal cases to reviewing
modules, and, if it is a sign of things to come, I guess that I am glad that my period as an External at
Leeds has ended. (And I now gather it may be proposed that Externals do not spend two or three days
‘embedded’ in a School, working closely with the staff there, but rather just parachute in for Examination
Boards: that strikes me as completely misjudged, since it will substantially foreclose on the vital
collaborative, face-to-face dialogue-based engagement that, to my mind, is what Externaling should be all
about [to the benefit of the School in question]). A final critical point is that, if the University does wish
its Externals to be undertaking more moderation-type activity, then it has to be accepted that such work
needs to be directed at meaningfully large samples of student work, something that it is near-impossible
for an External to achieve in the time available (and I am sure that Externals are not going to like being
asked, for instance, to undertake a lot of moderation-type activity at home prior to attending the
Examination Board).
I would wish finally to record my formal thanks to the School – specifically to the respective Examination
Officers and their associated administrative teams, but also to the Heads of Schools over my period – for
making the experience of Externaling at Leeds a thoroughly pleasant and stimulating one.

Standards
1. Please indicate the extent to which the programme aims and intended learning outcomes (ILOs) were
commensurate with the level of the award?
•
•

The appropriateness of the intended learning outcomes for the programme(s)/modules and of the structure and content
of the programme(s);
The extent to which standards are appropriate for the award or award element under consideration.

I have no concerns that the ILOs are commensurate with the levels of the award.
2. Did the aims and ILOs meet the expectations of the national subject benchmark (where relevant)?
•

The comparability of the programme(s) with similar programme(s) at other institutions and against national benchmarks
and the Framework for Higher Education Qualifications.

As far as I can judge, yes.
3. Please comment on the assessment methods and the appropriateness of these to the ILOs?
•
•

The design and structure of the assessment methods, and the arrangements for the marking of modules and the
classification of awards;
The quality of teaching, learning and assessment methods that may be indicated by student
performance.

My general remarks on this count are exactly the same as last year: everything, broadly-speaking, is excellent. That
said, t here a re occasional mismatches b etween t he marking criteria and t he marks b eing a warded t o s tudents for
quite specific pieces of work. One key issue is the apparent requirement that, not just for a 1st but also for a 2.1, a
student should display evidence of a cademic r eading in t heir work. H owever, some student work, notably more
‘technical’ ex ercises but a lso s ome examination essays, is being marked a t 2. 1 or even 1 st-class standard without
demonstrating such reading. N ow, in part this is because there is simply no room in more ‘technical’ exercises for
such a scholarly demonstration, and, quite understandably, the exercise can be completed to a high standard without
any r eferencing of literature – which s uggests t hat pe rhaps t here s hould b e more specific criteria f or c ertain
exercises, no tably ‘ technical’ ones, which make cl ear that he re t he di splay of other s kills, not c onventional
scholarly ones, is indeed being rewarded. T o my mind, though, students can still r easonably be expected to make
use of l iterature i n examination essays, i f not t o quote a nd r eference s o pr ecisely, a nd perhaps t here is a ge neral
message here needing to be conveyed more clearly to students.
Last year, I was asked to look at a particular 2nd-year module, GEOG2820 (‘Cities and Regions’), where there were
concerns about both course content and over-marking (possibly with, as I found, some under-marking as well). I
am content that t he School handled t his matter properly t hrough some very careful mark a djustments, and it also
seems clear that care has also been taken to keep these adjustments in mind when reviewing the current graduating
class ( to ensure t hat t he marks a warded here f or marginal c ases have a lways b een double-checked t o ensure t hat
nobody is being inappropriately disadvantaged). This year, I was asked to look again at this module, which I did. I
considered t he module documentation, w hich a rguably c ould have b een s harpened up a l ittle a nd i ts r ange of
suggested readings enlarged, but I was satisfied that the coursework assessment was sufficiently stretching – with
‘space’ f or s tudents t o demonstrate c onceptual/literature g rasp as w ell a s ‘ technical’ com petency – for a n
assessment at this level. I examined a sample of c.40 examination essays, and, to be honest, found further evidence
of somewhat erratic marking – nothing all that untoward, but a touch puzzling in places – with seemingly quite thin
and na rrow essays sometimes securing higher marks than one s which di d reference l iterature/adopt a more c ritical
tone. I gather that this module is being wholly reviewed/revised for the next academic session, which is perhaps
the best thing that could happen, certainly if it is made more focussed.
Last year, I tentatively raised a criticism of a suite of modules taught within the orbit of spatial modelling/spatial
analysis (which would include GEOG2820), my concern precisely not being w ith these m odules per se – indeed,
these modules l end s omething very distinctive t o t he o verall pr ofile of L eeds l earning a nd t eaching i n human
geography, a s w ell as offering highly ‘ employable’ s kills t raining – but r ather with difficulties i n discriminating
between the best student work, coupled to the possibility that too many high marks are being awarded to students
simply for being ‘technically’ proficient (eg. in making/using GISes). How exactly can a 1 st be discriminated from
a 2.1 or even lower, particularly in more ‘technical’ exercises or even in examination essays seeking technique- or
factual-knowledge ba sed answers? I was duly a sked to look at one s uch module, GEOG2230 ( ‘GIS Spatial
Analaysis’), w here i t ha d also been wondered on the basis of t his year’s internal moderation whether some overmarking was occurring. An internal moderator a cknowledged t hat: “ Given t he nature of t he c ourse, t here is t he
ability for a student to score very high marks.” I considered the module documentation, which was sound, and also
examined t he work (assessments and examination essays) of c.25 students. A s for the coursework a ssessments –
which were linked to practicals with a hi ghly ‘ technical’ dimension; practicals t hat, I might a dd, had clearly

demanded a great deal of effort to set up, run and mark (with pleasing evidence of the course leader attempting to
ensure c onsistency of marking b y hi s marking t eam) – I concluded here t hat, notwithstanding t he f ocus on more
‘technical’ skills, there was sufficient room, notably in an ‘extended r esearch’ section in several of the practicals,
for students to demonstrate real ‘value-added’ achievement (with those students who took this step, often bringing
in other literatures and examples, being r ightly rewarded with t he very h ighest m arks). A s f or the e xamination
essays, I did locate a pr oblem of s orts i n s ome questions/answers, s ince f rom t he c ourse l eader’s ‘ model a nswer
sheet’, i t was e vident t hat
sometimes a llocates marks s olely f or ‘ technical’ c ompetence a nd/or qui te s pecific
demonstrations of knowledge, with no room being given for students who do that bit more – who might introduce
critical observations a bout the limitations of methods or dr aw on literatures, concepts and other exa mples – to b e
rewarded. I n short, students could get top marks on t hese questions without this ‘bit more’, which, if it appeared,
was then unrewarded. A simple solution would be for the marker to recalibrate
marking scheme here, reserving
a few extra marks ‘at the top’ for t hat ha ndful of students doing t he ‘bit more’. T he outcome would b e t hat only
those students would receive the very highest marks, which might then have the overall effect of slightly reducing
the mean marks for the module (from their present level, slightly on the high side). I n summary here, however, I
still did not think that there was anything sufficiently/systematically worrying about the marking of this module to
propose a blanket downward adjustment of the marks, and I recommended leaving everything ‘as is’ – but with the
suggestion above as to how t he marker might change one specific aspect of
marking practice for future years.
As it happens, I ha d a c ollegial discussion after t he Examination B oard with the s taff m ember i n question, who
appeared to be positively taken with my suggestion.
In a similar vein, I was asked to look at another (part of a) module, namely the Montpellier field class as part of
GEOG2730 ( ‘Human F ield C lass’). T he M ontpellier f ield c lass, r un by members of t he s ame spatial
modelling/spatial analysis grouping, appears to be delivering higher marks than are the other two field classes run
for human geographers (Trieste and Helsinki). I considered the module documentation for all three field classes,
and that for both Montpellier and Trieste seemed in very good shape (that for Helsinki arguably needs beefing up).
Once I dug into the Montpellier documentation and assessments, as well as examining the work of c.15 students on
this field class, I satisfied myself that – possible initial impressions to t he c ontrary, for instance from the opening
questions on a ba sic worksheet – there is actually a n appropriately demanding set of exercises for the students to
undertake. I ndeed, the latter part of the just-mentioned w orksheet potentially demands a great deal of conceptual
imagination/lateral thi nking in order to be a nswered well, while I found some excellent examples of students
operating a t a high/critical le vel in c ompleting their f ieldwork r eports ( using literature, unde rtaking e xtra
independent ‘research’). Yes, there are moments when I might say that some relatively mediocre work was being
rewarded with 2.1 marks, as well as one or two occasions w here students doing that ‘bit m ore’ ( as above) w ere
perhaps no t b eing qu ite r ewarded enough. T he s taff m embers s hould l ook out f or s uch di screpancies in future
years, and encourage s tudents a lways t o ‘ stretch t hemselves’, but my s ummary c onclusion here was, onc e a gain,
that there was insufficient warrant to suggest a blanket downward adjustment of the marks.
Furthermore, I may be wrong, but from what I have seen this year my overall assessment is that the staff members
running t he s patial modelling/spatial a nalysis s uite of modules have taken on b oard s ome of my
criticisms/suggestions f rom l ast ye ar, a nd a re s tarting t o devise ways of s tretching a nd r ewarding t heir be st
students. M aybe t hey a lso need t o b e more r eady t o drop s ome student work down i nto t he 2. 2s a s well – I do
detect a certain reluctance to use marks below 50% – and maybe there is still more to be done to facilitate a greater
critical and reading-based approach t o (some) exercises, but m y sense is t hat t hings a re moving a long t he r ight
lines. I ndeed, in c onversation a fter t he E xamination B oard with r elevant s taff members, we had a r eally good
exchange, and I derived a feeling that they were very prepared to work with the rest of the School in this respect –
and that a two-way dialogue is indeed possible and the way to go here. I might add that such an exchange was only
possible b ecause I have s pend t ime in the S chool over t he pa st f our years, g etting t o know s taff members a nd
developing, I hope, the possibility for constructive relations with them over such matters.
4. Were students given adequate opportunity to demonstrate their achievement of the aims and ILOs?
•

•

The academic standards demonstrated by the students and, where possible, their performance in relation to students
on comparable courses;
The strengths and weaknesses of the students as a cohort.

Yes, but do also see my responses above in answer to 3. T he External Examiners met a small cohort of students,
who offered some exceptional feedback on an “overall positive experience” in Geography at Leeds, with references
to “ amazing s taff” who c ould not b e more “ supportive”, a nd with one s tudent s aying t hat
had “ absolutely
loved”
third year. T he School can be justifiably proud in the light of such responses. S ure, there were a few
remarks with a more negative bite, with pa rticular worries about the ‘free rider’ in groupwork, but these were of a
nitpicky character compared to the overall positivity.
5. For Examiners responsible for programmes that include clinical practice components, please comment
on the learning and assessment of practice components of the curriculum

N/A.
6. The nature and effectiveness of enhancements to the programme(s) and modules since the previous
year
It would be particularly helpful if you could also identify areas of good practice which are worthy of wider dissemination.

See my overall assessment a bove a s a departing E xternal Examiner. Also, more s pecifically, I can s ee that the
School has r eviewed a nd changed its dissertation guidelines, one quite s pecific a rea of minor c riticism from my
report last ye ar; and, more broadly, it strikes me that serious efforts a re be ing made to address the kinds of
difficulties discussed in 3. above (and please compare my comments last year with those made this year).
7. The influence of research on the curriculum and learning and teaching

This may include examples of curriculum design informed by current research in the subject; practice informed by
research; students undertaking research.

I would simply reiterate my comments here from last year.

The Examination Process
8. The University and its Schools provide guidance for External Examiners as to their roles, powers and
responsibilities. Please indicate whether this material was sufficient for you to act effectively as an
External Examiner?
•

Whether external examiners have sufficient access to the material needed to make the required judgements and
whether they are encouraged to request additional information.

Yes, absolutely.
9. Did you receive appropriate documentation relating to the programmes and/or parts of programmes
for which you have responsibility, e.g. programme specifications or module handbooks?
•

The coherence of the policies and procedures relating to external examiners and whether they match the explicit roles
they are asked to perform.

Yes, absolutely.
10. Was sufficient assessed/examination work made available to enable you to have confidence in your
evaluation of the standard of student work?

Yes, I considered a fair amount of student work in association with the modules where my input was requested, as
reported in s ome detail a t 3. above. I looked in pa rticular a t the work of t hree ‘maker’ c andidates f rom t he
graduating c ohort ( one s eemingly a c lear 1 st, one a 2. 1 a nd one a 2. 2), and I w as ve ry happy t o c onfirm t heir
allocation to these degree classes. I also assisted in the final decisions being made on three 3rd-year students where
there was still some u ncertainty a bout their final degree c lasses, but a lways in the c ontext of looking a t students
around them in the ranked distribution.
11. Were the administrative arrangements satisfactory for the whole process, including the operation of
the Board of Examiners?

Yes, absolutely.
12. Were appropriate procedures in place to give due consideration to mitigating circumstances and
medical evidence?

Yes, absolutely.
For Examiners involved in Mentoring Arrangements

If you have acted as a mentor to a new external examiner or have received mentor support
please comment here on the arrangements.

Other Comments

Please use this box if you wish to make any further comments not covered elsewhere on the form.
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Response by the Head of School to the BA External Examiner’s Report
Dear
I am writing to thank you for your detailed and thorough evaluation of our BA programme this year. The
School very much welcomes your informed perspective on the quality and philosophy of our courses,
and we are very grateful for your support.
We were extremely pleased to see that you continue to consider our programme is providing extremely
good learning and teaching provision, and that our staff are engaged with the process of ensuring the
quality of our assessment. Additionally, it is pleasing to hear that a self-selecting group of students
were very complimentary about the staff and teaching in the School. I am glad to see that you deem the
recent amendments to some of our procedures (e.g. dissertation guidelines) as positive innovations.
Your report mentions two matters that the School should continue to work to improve:
(1) Continuing issues around GEOG2820 Cities and Regions;
(2) Marking of technical work for GIS practical classes;
Concerning the issues surrounding GEOG2820, the module is running for the current academic year with
some changes to the content, and we will be making more effort to monitor closely the marking of
assessments to ensure comparability across the student cohort. Thereafter, the module will be
discontinued in its current format because the BA Geography curriculum is in the process of being
redesigned across all levels. One aim of the redesign process is to develop more team taught modules.
We anticipate that this approach will help to avoid some of the issues encountered in this module by
enabling closer ‘internal’ scrutiny of staff members by other academics who are teaching the same
modules.
With respect to the development and marking of GIS practical reports (and other practical assessments
generally), we are in the process of updating our guidelines for module leaders who wish to use such
approaches for summative purposes. These guidelines exist but have clearly not been adhered to in
some cases. We will include more explicit requirements for practical classes to be extended beyond the
technical aspects, so as to assess understanding of aspects such as data quality, reliability of analytical
methods and to critically evaluate the potential for results to be applied in the real world. As you
pointed out, some colleagues have already taken on board your constructive feedback and have begun

to implement these changes already. We are confident that this problem can be ironed out in the
forthcoming session.
I also note your comments regarding changes to the University’s central administration procedures and
will bring these to the attention of the Academic Quality and Standards Team Office.
I very much hope that this response both acknowledges your very positive overall assessment of our
degree processes, clarifies our processes where required and responds in a constructive way to the
weaknesses that you have identified. Thank you once more for the four years that you have spent
editing exam questions, reading students’ work, attending our Examination Board meetings and writing
your detailed and helpful reports. Your commitment and support is much appreciated.
Yours sincerely

Head of School

Head of School

